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DEDICATION

This book is dedicated to my grandchildren (grand-pickneydem), Stephon, Cecilia, and Zachery as well as to the others
who have not yet entered into the world of phenomena… May
this work help you to appreciate, understand the strength and
profundity of your ancestry in the western hemisphere and on
the continent of Africa, as you grow to maturity and stake your
claim to the future. It is my hope and prayer that in the process
of your arduous journey, you do not become preoccupied with
possessing material things beyond the level of comport and
mobility. But that you learn, appreciate and engage in the things
that are larger and greater than your selves, and have everlasting
life…
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FOREWORD

Many factors led to mass migrated from the Virgin Islands to
the United States of America. Prior to 1917, it was not uncommon
for Danish West Indians to move to the United States for
schooling and job opportunities. Following the U.S. acquisition
of the islands in 1917, such relocation became easier. The Virgin
Islands economy, though strong for a few years after World War
I, quickly declined, leading many Virgin Islanders to move to
Panama, Puerto Rico, and the United States in search of work.
One reason for the economic decline was the U.S. prohibition
of alcohol, which crippled the once-thriving rum industry of the
islands. The 18th Amendment (the National Prohibition Act or
Volstead Act) as ratified in January 1919, outlawed the sale of
alcohol to the mainland United States. The Willis-Campbell Act
of November 1921 extended prohibition to the Virgin Islands
and ended the legal manufacture and distribution of rum in the
territory. A few bootleggers made profits during Prohibition, but
most of the industry’s black workers lost their jobs. The rum
industry was further hampered by natural disasters. A serious
drought from 1921 to 1924 and then 2 major hurricanes in 1924
and 1928 destroyed most of the islands’ sugar cane. The storms
also damaged the commercial port of Charlotte Amalie harbor
(St. Thomas).
Between 1900 and 1930, the foreign-born black (mostly
Caribbean) population in the United States, particularly in
New York City, increased at a rapid rate. According to the U.S.
census, in 1900 the foreign-born black population of the United
States numbered 20,336 and accounted for 0.2% of the total
vii
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black population. In 1910, the number of foreign blacks in the
United States was 40,339, or 0.4% of the total black population.
In 1920 there were 73,803 foreign-born blacks (0.7%), and by
1930 there were 98,620 foreign-born blacks (0.8%), about half
of whom lived in Harlem, New York. Additionally, by 1930
there were 17,625 blacks from Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
Islands residing on the U.S. mainland. They are not included
in the foreign-born figures because Cuba and Puerto Rico were
occupied by the United States following the Spanish-American
War of 1898, and the Virgin Islands were purchased from
Denmark in 1917 just before the United States entered World
War I. In 1925, Jamaican W.A. Domingo estimated that there
were 8,000 natives of the Virgin Islands (St. Croix, St. Thomas,
and St. John) in New York. This represents both a sizeable influx
to the United States and an enormous emigration from the Virgin
Islands in the 1910s and 1920s. In 1911 the Virgin Islands (then
Danish West Indies) had a population of 27,086, in 1917 (the
year of the transfer) the population was 26,051, and in 1930 the
population was down to 22,012, an 18.7% decrease in less than
20 years.
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CHAPTER ONE

Self satisfaction and serenity overwhelmed me in the wake of
news that arrangements for the Mass of Intension at Holy Cross
Roman Catholic Church, in Christiansted on Sunday March
18, 2012, commemorating the 90th anniversary of my father’s
baptism at that church had been approved. The news confirming
this event arrived as I was enjoying a moment of reflection on
the upcoming first anniversary of my relocation to St. Croix,
in the United States Virgin Islands. Christmas, December 25,
2011 marked the end of one year residing in Paradise USA, after
being born and bred in New York City, the big rotting apple…
I recall Christmas season, during my childhood years growing
up in the South Bronx, when many of my school mates and
friends in the neighborhood surrounding 826 East 167th Street
talked about going home. Many of my friends and schoolmates
looked forward to Christmas and summer vacation because they
were anxious to go “home” (down south) to celebrate and enjoy
the respective seasons. I can still revisit the sense of envy and
dislocation when my buddies would talk about their experience
when they go back “home” to visit family and friends down
south. And it seemed as though all of the new comers moving
into the neighborhood were coming up from the south during
the 1950’s.
I knew that my parents didn’t have any family roots in the
south and that my maternal grandfather found his way onto a
ship that brought him to America from Brazil, while my father
and his parents were born on St. Croix in the United States
Virgin Islands. In either case, I had no “home” to refer or go to
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during the Christmas season or summer vacation, beyond where
I lived at 826 East 167th Street, apt. 12A, Bronx, 59 New York.
My envy or perhaps jealousy was very brief, but memorable, as
it was eclipsed by scores of cousins, aunts and uncles distributed
in relatively close proximity throughout the Southeast Bronx
area. At one point during my years in single digits, it seemed as
though at least 25 percent of the neighborhood were my cousins,
of various ranking 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. Both my mother and father
came from large families, as my mother had 10 siblings and my
father 8 brothers and sisters. The love and warmth abounding
in my immediate and extended family infrastructure was
unquestionably unique and indeed afforded me a home away
from home albeit essentially in the same neighborhood. Hence,
the absence of my school and neighborhood playmates during
the respective holiday seasons had little, if any practical impact.
My father, Leander James and his younger sister Irma
immigrated to New York City and arrived on May 26, 1925 from
St. Croix, on a ship named Guiana. Leander was 3 years and
4 months, while Irma was 1 year and 2 months. They arrived
with their mother, Beatrice A. James, who was 22 years and
9 months. Leander and Irma’s father, Theofeld James, joined
his family in New York in that year and set-up residence in
the Bronx. Subsequently, Beatrice and Theofeld gave birth to
6 additional children Hans, Wilfred, Ruby, Gloria, Thelma and
Cerita. I was born during the time of the baby boom generation.
When my father, Leander, returned from WWII we moved into
an apartment next door to my grandparents and aunts, as my
father’s younger brothers were lost in WWII combat. I had
cousins, in the building, up the block, around the corners as well
as at points both to the north and south. The neighborhood and
surrounding vicinity included an extended family infrastructure
that held friends, and cousins and myself in relative check
while growing up. During this period of my formative years,
certain adults outside of family members were entrusted to
exercise parental authority on my behind, should they deem it
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appropriate. Should that situation occur, I could also expect to
get a follow-up spanking, etc. when my mother found out. My
mother, Cecelia, was the primary disciplinarian and deliverer
of the dreaded spanking, but, my father was the ultimate and
infamous existential threat. I can vividly remember my first
encounter with the existential threat and I vowed that it would
be my last. Following that life altering experience I was able to
understand the language and wishes of my father effectively by
simply observing his graphic facial expressions.
I was blessed to be the first-born grandchild and my
grandparents, ma and pa, were very generous in demonstrating
their love and affection for me. My grandmother “Beatrice,”
was known as “Bee” to her friends, and was a stately confident
looking woman who stood about 5’ 9” and had a medium brown
complexion. She usually wore a black hat with the brim bent
down in the rear right hand side. Situated on top at a 60 degree
slant was a pearl-topped hatpin, securing the garment in place.
“Bee” was a central character and personality, among a group of
matriarchs that lived in the neighborhood, all having immigrated
from the West Indies and Virgin Islands. “Bee” would regularly
hold court on the sidewalk in front of our 4 story tenement
building, while sitting on an empty wooden fruit or beer crate.
Some among her comrades were pipe smokers therefore the
immediate atmosphere was overwhelmed by the scent of sweet
tobacco. A couple of the matriarchs were critical personalities in
the local “numbers game”, single action and straight numbers
comprised the number running industry that pervaded the black
communities of New York City at that time. These elder women
of distinction were for the most part stalwarts of their respective
families, and renown locally for the rank that they attained
as neighborhood elders over the years. These titular heads of
households were in the mold of the Harriet Tubman’s, Sojourner
Truth’s and other pioneering black women that made history in
the context of the Underground Railroad, from being enslaved in
the south to emancipation in the north.
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However, these queens from another realm established
a comparable railroad to freedom, in the context of the
movement of Virgin Islanders and West Indians from various
islands of the Caribbean region. Some of these immigrants
established elaborate self-reliant networks and infrastructures
that facilitated the migration from respective islands in the
Caribbean to the United States. My familial circumstance was
not typical because I lived in a functional nuclear family and
my paternal grandparents were married and lived together in
the apartment next door, along with my aunts. However, it was
my grandmother who made the major decisions of consequence
in my grandparent’s household. Pa was a mild mannered dark
skinned man with a slim build and stood 5’ 10” and had an
inviting smile that favored the right side of his medium brown
face. He went to work every day during the week and was off on
weekends. He was usually pretty subdued during the week and
on Saturdays, but by Sunday afternoon, he was very animated
and audible as he would breakout his tenor saxophone and play
calypso music in solo, or with an ad-hoc musical aggregation.
At an appropriate musical moment he would put down the
tenor and pick-up his alto saxophone and take the music to
another level. Pa would fill me up with expectations that the
small alto saxophone was really mine in waiting for when I got
older. Invariably the Sunday afternoon musical interlude would
come to an abrupt end at the insistence, or at the hands of my
grandmother. Following the first call to end the jam session the
musicians would begin to transition into exit mode, and by the
next word from Bee, “time to go home gentlemen,” most of
them were in various stages of saying good night. Depending on
my grandfather’s state of mind, relative to the impact of his rum
consumption during that day and perhaps from Saturday as well,
he might close shop and put his instrument away or continue to
play solo completely oblivious of the instruction from “Bee,”
and impending danger. Alternatively, he would directly take
issue with Bee, for making his friends think that she is the head
4
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of the house. In most instances, Pa was wise enough to realize
that discretion was the greater part of valor, and he would packup his instruments and retire to their bedroom. During these
times of acquiescence, he would talk to me about his memories
and objectives associated with immigrating to New York, and
ultimately returning back home to St. Croix. I had a deep an
abiding affinity to my grandfather’s idea of returning home,
as a process of completing or coming full circle with worldly
objectives. Pa vividly remembered his parents and 2 older
brothers, Charles and Patty (Patrick) and older sisters Annie
and Arabella. He would often revisit the reasons why he left
St. Croix, during 1925 in route to New York City for economic
reasons, and to raise his young family. Pa planned a return to St.
Croix at some point in the future to develop the property he had
prior to leaving the island. He shared his hopes and dreams for
my father and me, while also lamenting the lost of his 2 sons
during the course of WWII. His love for his grandson “Tinyboy”
was obvious and he had no problem demonstrating it to me. On
the other hand, his discipline technique was memorable as it was
an assortment of pinches that he would administer to my check,
ear, arm or buttocks. Nicknamed “Forty” by his many friends,
he was a warm and well-liked person whether he was sober or
intoxicated.
As I am perhaps in the autumn of my colorful career on the
planet earth, I cannot only reflect and revisit distinctive and warm
memories of my parents, grandparents, friends and schoolmates
growing up. I can very easily reflect and track down information
and people to help embroider and flesh-out memories of my
wonderful childhood days. My decision to break camp in New
York City and set-up shop in St. Croix was a bold and brazen
decision, but, as hindsight is 20-20, it was a great and potentially
far reaching transition that I believe will generate a valuable
harvest. Researching my family ancestry is rewarding in and of
itself, but the concomitant history lesson relative to the Virgin
Islands and Caribbean countries is absolutely priceless. The
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research that is accessible at the Whim Great House Museum
and Library has availed me to the Danish West Indies records
with historical accounts of events and activities on St. Croix,
St. John and St. Thomas, prior to the purchase of the Virgin
Islands by the United States of America in 1917 from Denmark
is compelling. Consequently, the research of my family ancestry
has provided me with a backdrop and context that may shed light
on some open questions relative to my family ancestry, as well
as history of the region. Now that I have a year plus under my
belt, everything continues to be stable and pregnant with great
potential going forward. I can undertake self-confident initiatives
as I become informed and educated about my family ancestry
and heritage. My entrepreneurial skills are serving me will in my
new venue, and I am fortunate to have developed enough client
relationships in New York that will sustain me in my new venue.
After a virtual lifetime of living and doing business in New
York City and surviving to “middle age”, it became clear to me
that my prospects for a more productive and rewarding future,
required a revolutionary change in environment and venue.
The final decision to break base camp in the great city of
New York was painstaking, arduous, and involved a process that
reached way back into my political revolutionary days, as a civil
rights and black power community organizer in Southeast Queens,
during the tumultuous 1960s and 70s. A few of my associates
from back in those days are aware of the fact that I am currently
on the same economic, political, social and cultural trajectory as
I was back in the day… Fortunately, a quality of wisdom invaded
my fledgling conscious mind back in the day, and formulated
a level of sophistication which enabled me to successfully
navigate and negotiate beyond the practical booby-traps that
would relegate me to a life of mediocrity during middle age,
which is the fate for America’s black masses. While confronting
great difficulties over the years, I have been able to generate
a modest living as a self-reliant entrepreneur, artist, consultant
and author, which has facilitated my economic independence.
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After 35 years in the field of economic independence, I have
the confidence and experience base that enabled me to stretch
out and expand beyond the limitations of whether I could get
employment in my desired new venue. Therefore, when I began
the process of evaluating the feasibility of leaving the mainland
of the United States to achieve my personal objectives, I had to
first appreciate that I was in a unique position, as compared to
most of my friends, family and associates. Most of them have
been conditioned to a salary structure and schedule for the past
30 or 40 years, therefore the notion of them relocating to another
venue would be dismissed out of hand, without an employment
scenario in place first. On the contrary, I felt confident that as long
I had direct access to the Internet, a phone, my desktop computer
and laptop flexibility, I could be effectively based anywhere that
had a banking system that interfaces with financial institutions
in the United States. The advances in computer and digital
technologies have bestowed on me the capacity of mobility,
without negatively impacting my capacity to generate business
and a cash flow. Therefore, from the outset of my evaluation
and information gathering process, I had already predetermined
that I was the only person relevant in determining the ultimate
feasibility of my pioneering adventure and enterprise. Moreover,
since I made a personal decision to do much more writing, as well
as getting back to oil and watercolor painting, a revolutionary
change in environment and living circumstance was required.
My 6 children are adults living independently and since my
domestic circumstance was flexible, there is no compelling
or existential reason for me to approach middle-age enduring
New York City winters in particular. Also, at this point in the
lives of my children, it is essential for me to back-off and pray
that God, and hopefully their wisdom will guide them out of
the wilderness of volunteer mental slavery. I intend to remain
in communication and accessible to them and hope they do well
personally and economically, while realizing that they need to
navigate their way out of the wilderness by the age of 40. My
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comfort level was high in terms of my plans and prospects in
St. Croix, and also firm. Nevertheless, I was resolved to listen
to what those that I had entrusted with the breaking news of my
possible departure will have to say, although my final decision
was already a foregone conclusion.
My man Smitty was able to peep where my head was at right
away… “Is this move related to the Caribbean exchange that you
were talking about under OFUM (Organization For the Unity
of Man) about 40 years ago? I never forgot about that concept
man… Is that where this St. Croix move is coming from bro?
Are you still working on that concept brother?” Damn Smitty
you’ve got a long memory, man that was way back in the early
1970’s. You are a few years older than me, how could you go
way back there and pull that out. Continuing, Smitty responded,
“Like I just said man, I never forgot that and a lot of other stuff
that we were able to pull-off during the Parent Youth Alliance in
the 1970s. We were way ahead of our time then, but that is what’s
needed now at the grassroots community level… A little bit of
youth economic and enterprise development at the community
level, and a cultural exchange between blacks in Africa, the
Caribbean, North and South America, continues to be relevant.
Yeah, but while those same initiatives are needed now, during
these challenging times, the quality of black political leadership
keeps us in a self-destruct mode.” Your right again Smitty, if we
manage to build something politically and economically effective
at the grassroots level, the prevailing black political leadership
will destroy it, even if they manage to control it. “Well, keep
me posted on progress and developments and remember, I’m
essentially a businessman and I have a capacity to move around
a little also. I could drop this lame gig in a minute, in order to
move on something like we used to do.”
Smitty was spot on, in more ways than one… I never
abandoned my general assessment and basic approach to the
black American social, economic and political dilemma, despite
the plethora of setbacks and shortcomings that truncated our
8
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sustainable initiatives on the ground. Throughout the decades of
my colorful political and economic career in Southeast Queens
and Harlem, a light was always discernible at the end of the
tunnel. In virtually all situations it was the internal dynamic
among black people that mitigated meaningful and sustained
progress at the community level. Notwithstanding, the existential
role of covert government-private political machinations
designed to thwart and undermined progress of the black masses
in history, and modern times. At the end of the day it boiled
down to the political, economic and social shortcomings of
black folk in general that perpetuates our apparent burden of
Sisyphus. However, whereas Sisyphus was condemned to a
perpetual fate of repetition and failure, black people locally
and internationally have no external or diabolical constraints to
freedom of action in their best interests. Whether it is referred to
as the “Willie Lynch” syndrome, self hate, residual effects from
slavery, lack of political and economic sophistication, limited
exposure and experience, or perhaps all of the above, it’s the
same result at the end of the day. But I would be remiss, if I didn’t
specifically acknowledge my disappointment with the quality
of black political leadership (elected and unelected) following
the civil rights and black power movements as the culprit’s
for the state of affairs in black America. Moreover, I am not
particularly sanguine about the political trajectory of America’s
electoral politics in terms of domestic as well as foreign policy
initiatives. Elements in both the Democratic and Republican
political parties have hijacked the people’s government and have
formulated political juxtapositions pitting conservative against
liberal, black against white. Both of the mainstream political
parties have repositioned themselves based on revisionist
political history and the infallibility of America’s Constitutional
“founding fathers.” In the 19th century the Democratic Party
was conservative and right wing, while the Republican Party
was liberal, diverse and progressive. Therefore each of the
political parties is guilty of historical political revisionism.
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Nevertheless, it is the patent failure in the capacity of the current
black political leadership, elected and unelected, to play realtime hardball politics. The continued folly of black political
leaders perpetuates the characterization that black communities
throughout America are helpless.
Turning again to Smitty, eye to eye, I said, you and I were
participants and expert witnesses to the civil rights and black
power political movements. Both of us subscribed to the storied
victories ushered in by the Civil Rights and Voting Rights Acts of
1964 and 1965 respectively, and the fact that the fortunes of the
black community were advanced and improved tremendously.
Black elected officials in the United States Congress, state
legislatures, state houses and municipal executives have
proliferated based on the success of the political movement.
Consequently, the number of black elected officials dwarfs the
number of elected officials of other political minorities, such as
Latinos, Asians, and gays.
Also, black Americans, apart from Native Americans, are the
oldest political minority in the history of America. But, despite
the victorious political history and numerical advantage of black
Americans as compared to others, and the profound successes
of the civil rights movement; black folk remain a political
weakling as compared to other political minority groups… This
scenario presents a political paradox to my mind! “Well that is an
interesting presentation brother, but I don’t know if I agree with
your political assessment. I will give it some serious thought, but
in terms of numbers, the latest polls indicate that the Hispanic
community has recently exceeded the black community in terms
of population percentage in America. I don’t know whether your
assessment considers the latest polling data.” I am glad that
you raised that Smitty, I heard about that poll and I look at it
in the context in which it was presented. The poll in question
references the Hispanic language and it did not address the usual
phenotype, or skin color dichotomy. Black Americans speak
English only, therefore as a practical matter, black folk are not
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relevant to a poll of Hispanic language speaking Americans.
Hence, the metric of language cannot be correlated with the
metric of skin color. Interestingly enough my brother, I would
bet you dollars to donuts that if you looked at 25 percent of
those Hispanic speaking Americans that were polled, and you
asked them to remain silent, they would probably be viewed out
of hand as black Americans. Sometimes these popular polls are
conceived with ulterior objectives, such as keeping the respective
minorities in a politically juxtaposed mode. This political tactic
keeps the friend versus enemy paradigm in place, and it keeps
black folk divided and emotionally animated.
The dysfunctional state of black politics in New York City
in particular and America in general, is also a consideration in
my decision to break camp. My family, business and political
interests will remain a New York enterprise, but my new Virgin
Islands venue will facilitate a more productive environment going
forward. I have all but eliminated New York City as the political
and economic vanguard of the black Diaspora, in the 21st century.
There is political irony in the fact that there is a black president of
the United States, yet the black community remains in political
crisis. And it is unfortunate that the black political leadership
is not relevant to the emerging demographic. Black American
politics continues to advance a civil rights agenda which divides
minority communities, and projects illusions of political power.
President Barack Obama apparently saw through the political
dysfunction among the traditional black leadership, and decided
to step in front of the political curve. As a consequence, he was
able to secure the Democratic Party’s presidential nomination.
Once he pulled-off the party nomination the black political
leadership was transformed into Obama’s electoral followship. Prior to his presidential nomination victory, the political
disposition of the black leadership was dubious about him, and in
fact supported that candidacy of Senator Clinton. After Obama’s
nomination victory, that black political leadership claimed
him, and the rest is American electoral history unfolding. It is
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interesting to see so many black elected, unelected, and celebrity
political leadership talk about holding the president accountable
to the “black agenda.” Subsequently, they began articulating
their politically sophomoric rhetoric and promoting bygone civil
rights organizing tactics. It might be a good idea for those wouldbe black political leaders to try and hold local black elected
officials accountable for starters. But, I can’t recall a situation in
New York City black politics wherein the community was able
to hold local black elected officials accountable. Black leaders
can talk a mean political game, but beyond the glib rhetoric and
touting the political numbers of black folk, real and imagined,
politically their initiatives are rarely sustained, for any number of
fundamental reasons. There is no secret solution to the dilemma
of our inability to hold black elected officials accountable, or
be able to sustain a viable political initiative. Numbers alone
cannot sustain a political undertaking to a successful outcome.
Political numbers must be coordinated with cucumbers (money)
for an effective, sustained and successful political enterprise. It
is common knowledge that political numbers can be purchased,
and in many cases they are. My suspicion is that black American
detractors to the president’s re-election were barking at the
moon at the end of the day, as the president reached out directly
to the American voters to win a second term. Concomitantly,
the political state of black America will remain in crisis and the
prognosis for the foreseeable political future remains grim. The
first black American president cannot change the political facts
on the ground that beset black America. The required change
cannot come from the top down. Political and economic change
must come from the bottom up and from the inside out, but
black politics in general remains preoccupied with the notion of
a political savior.
The deteriorating state of Democratic Party and Republican
Party politics going forward, coupled with the obvious
continuation of black American politics 101, continues to
underwhelm my political and economic sensibility. My present
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state of good health, at my age, is inspirational and my sense
of having much more to contribute to the future of black folk
and the human race will be maximized by a life-giving climate
and fertile new ground. The 5 year projection of my life in New
York is not as encouraging and dynamic as compared to the
possibilities associated with relocating to St. Croix. The Virgin
Islands, at this point in my life, offers fresh opportunities across
a broad spectrum of endeavor, with intriguing possibilities.
The urge to take advantage of the fact of my good health and
fleeting window of opportunity is consequential. Closing up
shop in Gotham City, with a manageable amount of familial,
business and professional disruption, is over-powering. Apart
from advocating closer Caribbean and black American political
and economic relations back in the 1960’s and 70’s, my specific
affinity to St. Croix is buoyed by the fact of my family ancestry
on the island. I enjoyed a flirtatious relationship with St. Croix
in the mid 1970’s, when my brother Lonnie relocated there to
join the staff of Hess oil refinery. The flirtation began when
my Uncle Jose DaCosta, and his wife Aunt Lucille relocated
to St. Croix, from the Bronx, New York in 1972. Myself and
family members visited Uncle Joe and Aunt Lucille from time
to time at his beach front house in F’sted. Shortly thereafter,
my mother relocated and began a rewarding teaching career at
Charles Emanuel Elementary School, teaching the second grade.
My younger brother, Lonnie James, relocated to follow-up on
an opportunity extended by his employer, the Bell Telephone
Company. Ultimately, the Ma Bell expansion opportunity didn’t
come to fruition, but he was able to land a job with the Hess Oil
Refining Company. Lonnie advanced to the position of President
of the Iron Workers Union, until Hess transitioned in the 1980’s.
My mother Cecelia James-Maroney was awarded the Teacher of
the Year Citation in 1975, but her successful teaching career was
cut short by the fact that she developed stomach cancer, which
required her to leave St. Croix and undergo surgery with followup chemotherapy in the states. Unfortunately, my mother passed
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away in May of 1978, at the tender age of 53. My mother had
relocated from New York City to St. Croix, in the early 1970s,
following the untimely death of my father several years earlier
of Leukemia. He was only 40 years old. My mother initially
resided with her brother, Jose DaCosta and his wife, at which
point she remarried and moved to Christiansted. My Uncle was
my mom’s older brother and one of my father’s best friends.
My Uncle and I had a very special relationship from early on,
and I had warm and hilarious memories of him and my father,
individually and collectively. Although I was only 19 years old
when my father abruptly passed away, following a brief illness,
he remains a role model for me. My father impressed me in
terms of how he handled his impending death, as well as how
he comported himself during his short years of life. I continued
to revisit vivid memories of my travels to St. Croix, during the
mid 1970’s and 80’s. I visited my mother’s class at Charles
Emanuel Elementary School on a couple of occasions, and I
enjoyed family time at my Uncle’s beachside property. I also
had interesting interactions with my brother, with his interests
in cock fighting, researching heretofore unknown James family
members, and making interesting new contacts. I produced a
one-man art show at the old library in Christiansted, displaying
40 of my oil paintings, in 1975. My first-born child, Ebuni
was baptized in Holy Cross Roman Catholic Church, the same
church where my beloved father was baptized in 1922. St. Croix
was most definitely on my radar monitor during this period and I
considered it as a future transition venue. However, the scenario
surrounding the deteriorating health of my mother, vis-à-vis,
cancer surgery and her chemotherapy regimen, truncated my
initial designs for living in St. Croix. Following the illness and
passing of my mother, I fathered 5 additional children, which
effectively pre-empted my further exploration of moving to
another venue. Now 35 years hence, I can entertain that original
idea with gusto, enthusiasm and anticipation. My children
are now adults with the responsibility of raising their own
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families and pursuing their respective professional, business
and employment objectives, therefore, I have come full circle…
“Daddy” is no longer required to be available and accessible
for damage control purposes, corrective action, or any number
of unexpected contingencies. I was animated by the prospect
of engaging a new frontier and pioneering opportunity, as well
as turning the page to a new personal dispensation, in paradise
USA.
I confirmed one-way flight reservations from Kennedy
International Airport to St. Croix, for November 8, 2010.
November 8th was the birthday of my late brother Lonnie, and I
deliberately used his earth day in memory of him, and to embrace
his indomitable spirit as I pursued my pioneering enterprise. I
also decided on that date as reciprocation for his salutation to
me from the spirit world during the previous year. On November
8, 2009, my second book, Three Wise Kings of the Magi, was
released. The released date was an uncanny development because
a traditional publishing company determines the release date,
and the author of the work has absolutely no input in making that
determination. Consequently, when my publisher advised me of
the release date, I became speechless and felt as though I was
among an unseen, but a familiar presence. The sensations that I
was experiencing were profound and I immediately eliminated
the notion of an interesting coincidence. I instantly recalled that
my first book ERACISM, was released the year before, on July 2,
2008, which is the birthday of my beloved mother… Reflecting
on these signs generated a surreal experience that pervaded and
expanded during my transition to paradise USA.
On my arrival, I paid $350.00 for a month of room and board
in Estate Grove, in an apartment rented by a former teacher
colleague of my mother’s, by the name of Charles. Charles was
the age of my brother and my mother spoke well of him in the
context of their experiences as teachers in the Charles Emanuel
Elementary School. My plan was to identify and lockdown an
apartment as soon as possible. I came to the island as portable
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as possible with laptop and a medium sized suitcase, with
a minimum amount of clothes and personal items. Charles
was pleasant, convivial and apparently enjoyed teaching, and
coaching the school football team. I spent most of the time on
my laptop keeping up with my client relationships and trying to
locate an apartment. When Thanksgiving rolled around, I got
some phone calls from family and friends in the states, and was
pleased to learn that I had an invitation to Thanksgiving dinner
from Charles’ landlord. Charles’ landlord, Mr. Dewees lived in a
house further up the mountain. The invitation presented a change
of pace, and I looked forward to enjoying a local Thanksgiving
dinner. Mr. Dewees was a few years older than me, perhaps in
his late 60s. He was originally from the states but relocated to
St. Croix during the 1960’s, following his investment in a piece
of the St. Croix rock… He built his 2 story house a couple of
decades ago, and lived on the top floor, which is a spacious 3
bedroom apartment with a large living and dining room. The
two apartments on the bottom floor are usually rented out to
“snow birds,” vacationing stateside folk that vacationed in the
tropics during the winter season. Mr. Dewees and his partner
Ms. Beverly (BJ) are snow birds themselves, as they migrate to
Florida during the spring and return to paradise USA in early
September. He also developed the building directly below his
house, where Charles lives. That building is a one-story ranch
style dwelling with two large one-bedroom apartments that
stand side by side. The apartment next to Charlie is rented to
a young lady named Cheryl that moved from the states about 8
years earlier. You can’t see Mr. Dewees’ house from Charlie’s
apartment below, but from the Dewees residence you can see the
rooftop of Charlie’s place. Mr. Dewees’ top floor apartment has a
veranda that stretches the length of the house in the front, which
faces the southwest, and continues to the length of the eastern
side. The panoramic view from the Dewees top floor vantage
point is stunning, as you can see the airport in the distance and
view flights land and take-off. At the bottom of the mountain
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next to the road, just below Charlie’s place to the right, is a 2
story building with four one bedroom apartments, two on the top
and two more on the bottom. Mr. Dewees owns that apartment
building as well, which is managed by his oldest daughter.
The Dewees’ have obviously situated themselves pretty well
generating a comfortable living by managing the properties on
St. Croix and in Florida.
I walked up the steep graveled incline with Charles
leading the way to the Dewees residence at about 3:30 PM on
Thanksgiving eve. When we reached the stairway on the far
right side of the house leading to the 2nd floor apartment, we
were suddenly engulfed in an aromatic cloud of spices and herbs
that intrigued my nostrils and stimulated the saliva in my mouth
with great anticipation. By the time we reached the doorway
and were received by BJ, the lady of the house, the sensations
in my mouth had moved to my stomach which began to speak
aloud. Fortunately, the feast was already spread out buffet style,
and after a brief introduction, the table was blessed and we were
advised to dig into the meal. We assembled around the table with
our plates and passed around the remaining entrées. Following
the delicious meal, I was enjoying a few unique local desserts,
and BJ brought out a bunch of pictures from the good old times
on St. Croix, during the late 1970’s. She explained each photo
as she passed them to me, as I was sitting next to her, and then
I passed them on to Charles. There was much laughter and brief
comments by Charles and the other guests who lived on the island
during that time. While I obviously didn’t know any of the people
in the photos, it was a joy to see the clothes, haircuts, and sense
the spirit of St. Croix people of that period. Although I could
not recognize the people and the places, I was able recognize
the period very well, as it applied to the New York City venue.
It was interesting to see the similarities between black folk in
the Virgin Islands and New York City during that period. I could
feel my broad smiles deformed my face as I scanned the photos
and passed them to my left. While my head remained bowed in
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the observing pose, I could hear BJ, comment on the next photo.
At one point, I remember hearing her say “and this photo is of
an elderly couple that we befriended, and this photo is of them
when they attended the wedding of my best friend.” BJ passed
the photo to me, as I lifted my head to focus my eyes to view
the coming photo. When I got a focused view of the picture, I
could feel my jaw drop and I simultaneously fell off of the chair.
Although I was seated, somehow I seemed to have just lost my
balance. Everyone around the table reacted instantly and stoodup encircling me. “Are you alright?” “What happened?” BJ
asked me, while the others looked at each other and then, at me.
I said, as I put my right arm on the chair to position myself to get
back into the chair, I’m fine! I was just shocked to see the picture
of my late Uncle Joe and Aunt Lucille in the photo. They both
are wearing white clothing and that was profoundly impactful. I
must admit, that the sight of them looking right at me, literally
floored me. My statement generated some levity among the
group and somewhat modulated my general embarrassment. As
I situated myself back in the chair at the table, the others got
back in their seats. BJ turned to me and said, “Well, Gary if you
feel that strongly about the picture, I will just gift it to you.” A
little more laughter erupted and I promptly remarked that I was
pleased to accept her gift. We topped the dinner off with some
drinks and a few additional laughs. Soon thereafter, Charlie and
I left for the evening and returned to his place. During the next
day, I couldn’t stop looking at the picture. The image of my
uncle, with his sublime smile was still knocking me for a loop,
as memories of him in situations with my father as a child and
young adult invaded my consciousness. Because of the nature
of my many memories of my uncle, I couldn’t just dismiss the
events associated with getting the picture from BJ, as merely a
coincidence. I was persuaded that there was a deeper and more
profound meaning to this unlikely occurrence. The profundity
of that event was more than I was able to digest at the time,
and I concluded that it was generally a good vibe and positive
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tidings of approval from Uncle. He had a habit of checking on
me during his lifetime, and I suspect that he will be checking in
on me, going forward. Charles was intrigued by the event as also
because he remembered my Uncle well. Charles recalled that on
a couple of occasions my Uncle constructed some props for my
mother’s 2nd grade class when she undertook special projects in
the performing arts. Charles was among the people that touted
my Uncle in the category of genius.
On the following Monday, Charles introduced me to some
local people and some local spots. The latter was a bar and
restaurant located near the University of the Virgin Islands
(UVI). Along with us was “Cribs”, a colleague of Charles’ at
Charles Emanuel Elementary school who taught math and
was also a football coach, along with Charles. We were seated
at the bar, Charles and Cribs were engaged in a conversation
concerning the impending school football tournament. A shapely
young barmaid arrived to serve us and Charles introduced her to
me. “Denyse, this is Gary James from the Big Apple, the son
of Cecelia who was a former teacher colleague of mine from
school.” I extended my greetings and informed her that I was
interested in relocating to the island. Denyse was a medium
height and petite young lady of between the age of 35 and 40
with a dark brown complexion. Denyse had a very confident
demeanor and spoke in a very accented and bold “West Indian”
vernacular. “Oh you’re a James she said, that means that we may
be cousins.” I replied that sounds very interesting and perhaps
unfortunate, I said with a broad smile. Denyse invited me to visit
her job on the following day to meet Elmo, her uncle who is
related to the James family. She said that Elmo will let me view a
book recently published, entitled “Portrait of the James Family”
by Wilfrid James. Charles agreed to drive me to the bottling
company where she worked on the following day. When we
arrived that morning, Denyse the receptionist for the company
greeted us. She promptly introduced me to Elmo who smiled
as he spoke to me with his big voice, “glad to meet you young
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man.” Then he disappeared inside a large room to fetch the book
for me. Denyse approached me with an elderly lady who was a
regular customer that was curious to meet me. Denyse introduced
us and showed her, a copy of my book ERACISM, that I had
given her when I came in. The lady seemed to be impressed with
the fact she was meeting the author of the book that she was
holding in her hands, when Elmo returned. Elmo and I stepped
off and he directed me to sit down so that I could go through the
book. I didn’t want to be too long because I was keenly aware
that Charlie had an agenda that he wanted to execute. It was a
very impressive looking hard cover book, and from what I was
able to glance from it by a quick perusal, it was in the format of
a family tree of various lines of the James family that remained
on the island. It appeared as though the book would be useful
in the course of my own research into my St. Croix ancestry.
I immediately asked Elmo how I could get a copy of the book
and he replied. “I will give you the contact information for the
wife of the author, Doreen, because Wilfrid James past away
recently. Here is the contact information of his widow who has
copies of the book available.” I thanked Elmo and Denyse for
a very enjoyable and rewarding morning then let Charles know
that I was ready to go. Denyse asked what my plans were for
remaining on the island and I informed her that I was looking
for an apartment to rent. “I’ll keep my eyes open and ask around
to see what I could come up with and call you at Charlie’s when
I hear something.”
Charles took me back to his apartment then left to do what
he had to do. I felt pretty good at this point as things seemed to
be moving forward under its inertia. I leaned back on the living
room couch where I sleep. The couch is located in the far lefthand corner of the room as you enter the apartment. I looked
around and considered that a one bedroom apartment similar to
Charles’ would suit me just fine, although I could be happy with
something smaller in size. Charles’ apartment was a relatively
large one bedroom flat, with a huge bedroom, a dining room
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just off of the kitchen and a good-sized living room. A porch
extended along the front of the construction and wrapped around
both sides. The construction itself was a 2 apartment arrangement
that mirrored each other. The apartments are recessed on a 20
degree incline, with a 20 foot stairway leading to the entrance of
both apartments. The wooden steps leading from the ground to
the porch separates the apartment doors on the right and left side
of the stairs. A huge mango tree buttressed the right side of the
steps, while a coconut palm tree and smaller cropped vegetation
embroidered the property on the left side. The winding trail
to the Dewees’ residence could be distinguished as a contour.
Charles’ apartment and the plant setting that framed it seemed an
ideal type of landscape esthetic that I could appreciate. The rest
of the day was dreamy and fanciful, as I envisaged a plethora of
possibilities of an ideal, or an acceptable place to establish base
camp.
The next morning Charles passed me the phone as he was
leaving for work and said that it was Denyse. She greeted me with
the news that she had identified two apartment possibilities, one
in Estate Grove and the other in Christiansted, near five corners.
I recorded the contact information for both apartments and made
the necessary phone calls. Both apartments were available and I
made arrangements with the relevant parties, in order to see and
examine them. When Charles returned home, I showed him the
notes that I recorded relative to the location of each apartment.
He pointed out that the apartment in Estate Grove was about 200
yards up the road in front of his house. He said that I could walk
up there on my own to see the place, and that he would drive me
to visit the other spot in Christiansted. I made an appointment
for later on in the evening and made arrangements with Charles
to checkout the other flat on the following day. Later in the day I
walked up the narrow meandering road until I reached the stone
fence on the right-hand side, and walked up the driveway that
divided the fence. At the top of the driveway, I turned to the right
and navigated between a trailer house to my left and the small
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house on the right and approached the large house at the end of
the driveway. The entrance door of the small house was opposite
to the side door of the owner’s big house, which I thought from
the outset, was a good security feature. When I approached the
door, a lady opened it and introduced herself as Mrs. Agnes, the
owner of the property. She led the way to the front door of the
small house and invited me in. When I entered, I was impressed
by the relative newness of the construction, inside and outside.
Mrs. Agnes said that her husband has a construction company
and he built the house several years ago to accommodate their
daughter, son-in-law and grandson. She said that her daughter
moved out a couple of months ago, because they needed more
space for their growing child. The interior of the house included
a full size kitchen that you enter from the front door, with a small
restroom and shower to the left as you walk through. The walls
and ceiling were painted white and the doors to the restroom and
bedroom were a deep mahogany wood grained color. Walking
through the doorway at the far left leads to the bedroom that opens
into a large angle-shaped room. The room could comfortably
accommodate a bed at one end of the angle, and a desk with a
few office pieces strategically placed in the appropriate area at
the other end. A ceiling fan generated a refreshing breeze and
there was an air condition unit perched in the window at the far
right of the room. I had a pressing urge to say, Mrs. Agnes, I’m
ready to sign the lease for the house, but I advised her that I was
interested and would get back to her in a couple of days. On my
walk back to Charles’ house I couldn’t help but to reflect on how
ideal the house and setting were. On the next afternoon, I visited
the alternative apartment that was nice and much larger, but for
many other reasons and concerns, it could not compete with the
advantages and benefits of the house in Grove Place.
I signed a 2 year lease for the house in Estate Grove a few
weeks later, and I couldn’t have been happier with the end result.
The property owners are great people, and on the property a
banana orchard, mango trees, other fruit trees, and herbs of all
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sorts are a part of the natural bounty that the property yields.
Plus, the house looks even better going forward as construction
is underway to add a master bedroom and living room as an
expansion to what is already there. Consequently, the house will
remain befitting to my needs for the foreseeable future. Hence,
the intervening spirit of my Uncle Joe may have in fact been an
omen of good things to come.
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